The Semantic Web is based on ontology technology -a knowledge representation framework -at its core to make meaning explicit and more accessible to automatic processing. We discuss the potential of this technology for the development of content for learning technology systems. We survey seven application types demonstrating different forms of applications of ontologies and the Semantic Web in the development of learning technology systems. Ontology technologies can assist developers, instructors, and learners to organise, personalise, and publish learning content and to discover, generate, and compose learning content. A conceptual content development and deployment architecture allows us to distinguish and locate the different applications and to discuss and assess the potential of the underlying technologies.
Introduction
The World-Wide Web is an important learning technology platform today. Its accessibility has made it a successful environment in particular for the publication of learning material. Learning resources can be provided in a standardised format that can be accessed at any time from any location. The Web, however, is still evolving. The current evolution of the Web can have an impact on educational technology. This will affect instructors and learners alike. The Semantic Web initiative aims to support explicit semantics and its automated processing (W3C, 2006a) . Currently, search and retrieval functionality relies on human interaction and often ad-hoc approaches to selection of documents for a given set of search criteria. Semantic annotations, which can be processed by software applications, will improve the precision of searches. This will enable accurate searches for learning resources. The opportunities that will emerge for educational technology as a result of the Semantic Web initiative, however, go beyond search and retrieval (Devedžić, 2004a) . The overall development and deployment process of educational technology can be affected. Ontology technology -the knowledge representation and inference core of the Semantic Web -promises this wide applicability (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001 ). An area such as education, where access to information is central, depends on the representation and organisation of knowledge both for the content but also the metadata level.
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Our objective here is a technology assessment based on a survey of different application types, assessing the potential of Semantic Web technologies. We focus in particular on its impact on the development of learning content. We investigate whether ontology technology, if applied suitably, can simplify development for authors and instructors, improve access for learners, and also allow sharing and reuse for all actors involved. Tasks that look simple at first glance, like providing metadata and annotation, have proven to be difficult in practice. Ontology development is an even more challenging problem. We discuss to what extent ontology and Semantic Web technology can actually be utilised to support content-related development aspects of learning technology, including the creation of content, the publication and personalisation of content, the discovery of learning objects, and the generation and composition of complex learning objects. We consider in our investigation Web-based learning technology systems (LTS), which are typically based on software, multimedia, and hypermedia technology, to support learning and training activities. These LTSs facilitate the authoring and delivery of content. Content is represented through usually reusable learning objects that can be processed by LTS to provide learning and training activities for a specific topic.
Ontology technology has already been used in educational technology (Aroyo, Dicheva, & Cristea, 2002; Fischer, 2001; IEEE, 2002; Leidig, 2001; Pahl & Holohan, 2004; Sampson, Lytras, Wagner, & Diaz, 2004 ) -with different purposes ranging from the definition of a domain-specific terminology to the use of conceptual models and inference in the generation and composition of learning technology content and systems. While some comprehensive accounts exist (Devedžić, 2006; Sampson et al., 2004) , we give a systematic and comprehensive technology overview here, surveying a number of different application examples, specifically focusing on learning content development and related activities. We illustrate the benefits for authors, instructors, and learners, but also the limitations. We take a developer perspective, broadly speaking focusing on content developers and instructional designer roles, to discuss the different aspects important for participants who are involved at an early stage in the development and deployment lifecycle of learning content and learning technology systems. In order to facilitate our investigation, we develop a framework that allows us to distinguish different application types, to characterise the implications for the different actors, and to identify the techniques used in each application type. Although our main investigation focuses on the application of the classification framework to learning content aspects -which we feel is the best understood application of Semantic Web technology to educational technology -we also address the wider context and limitations of the technology in our Discussion section at the end.
The next section introduces ontology and Semantic Web technology. The rationale and organisation of our review is presented in the following section. This section identifies seven application categories -ontology development, creation and generation, adaptivity and presentation, packaging and interoperability, organisation and sequencing, metadata and annotation, exchange and sharing -which are discussed subsequently. A critical assessment follows the individual presentations before ending with some conclusions.
Ontology and Semantic Web Technology
The Web creates a space in which content developers, instructors, and learners contribute to and participate in learning processes. Knowledge is a central component in this space. We introduce a knowledge space for learning technology in this section and describe how it can be structured through ontologies and other Semantic Web techniques. This provides us with a classification and comparison framework for the subsequent discussion of ontology-based learning content and its development.
Ontologies are knowledge representation frameworks that describe an area of knowledge by defining the common concepts of that domain and the concepts' properties and relationships (Daconta, Obrst, & Smith, 2003; Gruber, 1993; Wilson, 2004) . Gruber (1993) defines an ontology as a specification of a conceptualisation that is created with the aim of sharing knowledge by committing to this ontology. The knowledge space -defined by Sowa (2000) as the combination of knowledge types, representation formats, and purpose of represented knowledge -for learning technology systems (LTS) comprises several knowledge types relevant to the educational context. Several ontologies inhabit and organise the knowledge space in the educational context: subject content, instruction, user, and system ontologies (see Table 1 ). Since our focus is on content, essentially, the first three types are relevant; the fourth type is of more importance to the development and deployment of underlying infrastructure, such as the LTS, that allows content to be authored and delivered. Type Description content subject-specific knowledge describes the subject-related aspects of the content instruction pedagogic knowledge describes the educational aspects of the content user user knowledge describes characteristics, preferences, and past learner behaviour system system-related knowledge describes the LTS implementation aspects of the content Another aspect of the knowledge space is its purpose, i.e. which functions are supported; see Table 2 in which the functions are listed with increasing semantic level. Ontologies are knowledge representations, but ontologies are often seen as intertwined with logics (Daconta et al., 2003; Sowa, 2000) . Ontologies provide the terminological aspects needed in logical reasoning. We can divide the four ontology functions into two different purposes. Vocabulary and terminology are supported by taxonomies and thesauruses, which mainly address annotation and retrieval needs.
Modelling and reasoning are supported by conceptual models and logical theories, which address requirements arising in the development and composition of educational resources. a formal model of a domain -it supports modelling of the subject area and technical aspects which often use more than classification-oriented relationship types logical theory reasoning and inference are the central issues -it combines knowledge representation with a logic and, thus, supports reasoning within a knowledge domain
The knowledge space that we have defined for the educational context is an abstract framework, which needs to be realised through concrete notations and techniques. The Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001; W3C, 2006a) provides ontology notations and techniques, based on the ontology language OWL (the Web Ontology Language). OWL in turn is based on RDF (the Re-source Description Framework) and XML (the eXtensible Markup Language) (see Table 3 ). Schema languages, such as XML Schema or RDF Schema, are the tools to introduce a vocabulary into an ontological framework. A logic underlying the ontology provides the reasoning facilities. Most applications we review here are based on this stack of Semantic Web techniques. 
Technology Review -Rationale and Organisation
In the subsequent sections, we discuss applications of ontology and Semantic Web technology for the development of content in learning technology systems -drawing on a literature review and our experience in the development and deployment of these systems. In this section, we develop a framework -which is a central tool in our discussion -that allows us to characterise and describe these application types in a systematic way.
Objectives and Rationale
Our aim is to illustrate and assess the potential of ontology and Semantic Web technologies for the process of learning content development. For this purpose, we present a classification scheme for different application types of ontologies and Semantic Web technologies in the educational context. We have chosen applications that illustrate the identified set of application types in the most suitable way. This contribution is, however, not meant as a comprehensive literature review -the range of application types within the given focus, however, aims to be comprehensive. The aim is rather the discussion of this technology in the context of learning technology.
We present this discussion from the perspective of developers -which covers a range of roles from knowledge engineers, content developers, instruction designers, and software and media designers -all involved at an early stage of an LTS lifecycle. Our classification scheme is based on a development and deployment architecture, which reflects the developer perspective. This architecture is a conceptual architecture that supports the process of learning content development and deployment, thus presenting central aspects from a developer's perspective. Using a processoriented architectural perspective to classify applications emerges as the most suitable choice. It still allows us to address other perspectives, e.g. those of the different actors involved. The alternative to our conceptual architecture would have been a more functional architecture based on the software components of a learning technology system, such as the IEEE Learning Technology System Architecture LTSA (IEEE, 2003) . While the latter would be more geared towards a software developer, our conceptual architecture is more concerned with the content development process rather than LTS component development, thus being more suitable for content developers and instructional designers.
Selection and Organisation
The selection of appropriate application types and corresponding concrete examples is based on the following two-step method:
Firstly, a content-centric conceptual architecture is developed to gain a comprehensive framework in which a complete overview can be given. This architecture is based on our own experience and a survey of standard literature. The architecture component identification follows general software architecture principles and a use case-based functionality analysis.
Secondly, for each component or function in the architecture, a literature review has led to the selection of examples that illustrate the potential of the technology, i.e. is reasonably advanced, but also suitable to convey the central principles.
We have used the content and system development lifecycle as the motivation for the classification scheme. We have arranged these application types based on the development process for learning content.
Architecture and Content Development
The architecture of a learning technology system (LTS) is the description of its structural and abstract behavioural characteristics (including content and content processing activities). It provides, therefore, together with the stages of content development, an ideal basis to discuss the locations of different ontology and Semantic Web applications within a learning technology system.
Figure 1. A Content-centric Learning Content Development and Deployment Architecture
We can distinguish two central elements of a learning technology system: the content and the learning and content management components. We take a content-centric perspective here -focussing on content development and how content is used by instructors and learners (see Figure  1 ). We will later on walk through the architecture when illustrating the different applications, starting with the knowledge and ontology part, then addressing generation and structured content, and so on. Learning objects are digitally represented learning content in a learning technology system (IEEE, 2002) . Learning objects are rather small and are usually assembled to larger units of study.
Development
Based on the architecture in Figure 1 , we identify seven application types of ontologies and Semantic Web technologies. These application types shall be organised into four contexts, determined by the activity and the actor for whom the application type is most relevant. The development of content and learning technology systems is a participative effort, involving domain knowledge specialists, content authors, instructors, and learners. The perspectives of these four important actors involved shall be addressed in our discussion of knowledge technologies in the educational context. Domain knowledge engineers are needed to develop the ontologies for the educational context, such as content, instruction, learner, and LTS-related knowledge, resulting in the first application type: ontology development.
The content author is the second actor in the overall development process. The focus is on the ontology-aware creation and organisation of individual content units: creation and generation of content and adaptive and personalised presentation of content. 
Ontologies
The development of individual content units is not complete. These have to be composed, packaged, and assembled as courses by the instructor: packaging of units and interoperability of learning objects and organisation and sequencing of complex learning objects.
Once content is available, possibly in the form of courses, the material can be used in different forms. Sharing and reuse are aspects relevant for all actors involved: annotation and discovery of learning objects using metadata and exchange and sharing of resources.
We have named the roles typically involved in these activities. The learner, for instance, could also contribute, as indicated in Table 4 and discussed in the remainder of this paper. These seven application types are summarised in Table 4 . The 'Development Issue' describes the main purpose of the activity, the 'Knowledge Aspect' refers to the knowledge types, the 'Development Aspect/Actor' categorises application types according to the content artefacts under consideration and the actor typically involved, and the 'Semantic Function' refers to the knowledge space functions. The development and knowledge aspect and actors involved and the functions and levels of the knowledge space form a classification and characterisation scheme for these application scenarios. The table captures the predominant aspects and is not meant to be exclusive. We illustrate each scenario in a separate section by suitable examples in the remainder of this presentation. 
Ontology Development
Ontologies, which form the backbone of a knowledge-driven learning content development and deployment approach, often have to be developed for a specific purpose.
The need to provide ontologies for the given educational context was recognised early (Bourdeau & Mizoguchi, 2002) . Ontologies for the various aspects -we have classified the relevant knowl-edge into content, instruction, user, and system -need to be developed and made available, either through the Semantic Web community in general or specifically developed by experts for the educational application context.
Knowledge-based authoring of content and instruction needs to be an ontology-ware process to make explicit the relationship between knowledge and content, but also between knowledge and other components and actors. Ontology engineering methods (Noy & McGuinness, 2001 ) can be used to develop these content, instruction, user, and system ontologies that can serve as metamodels and input for the authoring process. These methods provide procedures to identify concepts, instances, and relationships and to develop subsumption hierarchies and other richer semantic representations. While general-purpose ontologies, which can be found online, might suffice, for instance, as subject domain ontologies to classify learning objects according to their subject, instruction ontologies require education expertise as input and some activities, such as ontology-based content generation, require rich ontologies based on a variety of relationships. We address the latter aspect in the next section.
Two research activities are important in this context:
The richness of ontologies for description and reasoning within the learning context has been investigated recently by Boyce (2004) and as part of the Diogene Project (Capuano, Gaeta, Micarelli, & Sangineto, 2004 ). We will return to their work in the section on 'Content Organisation and Sequencing', where these ontologies are exploited to support the organisation of larger units of study.
Another important activity in ontology development is the automated extraction of knowledge from existing resources (such as textbooks) in the form of ontologies. This needs techniques different from the classical ontology engineering approaches (Noy & McGuinness, 2001) . The work by Buitelaar and Ramaka (2005) is an example of how natural language processing techniques are applied to automatically generate ontologies.
In addition to methodological support, tools are critical for the success of this activity. The Ontology Editor is a tool, described in Bourdeau and Mizoguchi (2002) , that enables the collaborative development on ontologies specific to the educational context. Ontologies are sharable knowledge representation formats, making collaborative ontology development between domain experts and knowledge engineers the ultimate objective. In recent years, stable open source ontology editors, such as Protégé, that are compatible with OWL have become available to support this endeavour and have increased the chances of ontology technology to become accepted for learning technology.
Content Creation and Generation
Content authoring comprises the creation of educational content from scratch by an author or instructional designer and the generation of content from resources such as ontologies.
We start with a generation-oriented scenario, where stand-alone knowledge such as a subject ontology (see corresponding entry in Table 4 ) is directly used to generate a content outline (Capuano et al., 2004; Fischer, 2001; Pahl & Holohan, 2004) . This is in contrast to knowledgebased organisation or annotation of content, which use ontologies on a meta level. Content does not exist prior to the generation process. Input is solely provided by the subject ontology -see Figure 2 where a simple ontology representing a concept hierarchy is converted into two forms of learning objects.
Figure 2: Generation of learning content based on ontologies
Figure 2 illustrates the application type using the OntAWare authoring tool (Melia, Holohan, McMullen, & Pahl, 2005) . Ontologies define a conceptual model for learning content components. The latter are assembled to larger content objects. These can be translated into Web representations or other, print-oriented media. Two examples are:
Content outlines. The knowledge represented in the ontology can be converted into learning content. A concept hierarchy usually forms the backbone of such an ontology; this hierarchy also guides the sequentialisation of the concepts and their descriptions (Fischer, 2001 ), usually based on a depth-first traversal of the hierarchy tree.
Assessments. Multiple choice questions (and answers) can be generated that can be used as input for an assessment tool based on multiple choice questions using related and unrelated concepts from the ontology. The distance between concepts in the hierarchy can be used to generate challenging answers covering closely related false answers (distractors).
The OntAWare aim is to fully automate the first generation step in content development, which can produce reasonably complete outlines if rich ontologies are available as input. A prioritisation of concept relationships (subconcept hierarchies, dependencies, etc.) determines concept order- Fischer (2001) and Boyce (2004) consider extended ontological models based on two knowledge spaces -the concept space, which represents concept-based hierarchies, and a content space, which captures more extensional knowledge in form of definitions or examples.
In contrast to OntAWare, another more semi-automatic, interactive approach to ontology-based authoring of content is taken by the AIMS system. Concept-based courseware authoring (Aroyo et al., 2002) is the approach to provide the author with assistance in creating content through domain and instructional models in the form of ontologies and to configure these for delivery. A special feature of AIMS is the support of a generic set of authoring tasks within the system. Based on activities, such as add, delete, and edit, the AIMS system guides an author through standard interactive authoring dialogues. It suggests solutions along the way and supports the creation of courses, topics, concepts, and tasks, and how they are connected -which has the benefit of allowing the author more influence than an automated solution.
The discussion of the systems and in particular the underlying ontology technology shows that ontology engineering is a discipline that needs to mature. Co-existing and changing ontologies will be the norm; mapping and evolution techniques need to be in place. The OntAWare experience shows that richer ontologies are needed in order to achieve better content quality -these richer ontologies would currently require manual definition.
Metadata and Annotation
The abstract description of learning content through metadata is necessary to allow the publication and discovery of these resources. Annotation of fragments can help to link these to underlying knowledge, thus making the knowledge explicit.
Educational resources, ranging from simple text-based material to highly interactive systems, can be provided and accessed using Web technologies. In order to support the discovery of sharable Web resources by potential users, the resources need to be supplemented by suitable abstract descriptions. A prerequisite for this to work is a standardised and agreed upon vocabulary for these annotations. Ontology technology can provide in this context the knowledge support through taxonomy and thesaurus functionalities. The description of learning objects or fragments through annotation and metadata attributes is here the objective. Both metadata and annotation provide meta-level information, but at different levels of granularity.
Metadata
The Learning Object Metadata standard LOM (IEEE, 2002), although not ontology-based, provides a basic metadata framework for the facetted description and classification of learning objects. The learning object notion comprises a variety of educational technology applications. LOM defines the attributes required to fully describe a learning object. It classifies attributes into nine categories addressing, for example, general, technical, educational, and lifecycle aspects. The provider of the learning object describes the object in terms of content and infrastructure properties. A potential user -learner or instructor -then uses a related query language (or a general-purpose Web search engine) to formulate requirements in terms of the abstract properties described. It relies on the provider to describe a learning resource adequately, and this task will be facilitated if the learning object in question is already explicitly linked to ontologies and this can be exploited. These attributes and their values form a vocabulary, which could be captured in terms of an ontology to enhance the description and discovery functionality.
Silva Munoz and Palazzo Moreira de Olivera (2004) propose using automatic metadata generation in their AdaptWeb system, based on domain and content knowledge ontologies, to support the storage of learning resources. The aim is personalised delivery based on the knowledge represented in both the learner model and the content metadata. The content knowledge ontology captures rules that allow the correct assembly of content units. This knowledge is linked to domain ontologies in the form of concept hierarchies. Complex learning objects that suit the profile of individual learners are then assembled based on the learning requirements. These are expressed in the learner model, which is also an ontology, in terms of domain concept and are guided by the meta-level rules to obtain educationally sound compositions. The learner's knowledge is expressed in terms of hasKnowledge links into the domain ontology. This allows creation of a learning trajectory based on knowledge about learner and content. This is an example where the learner can directly access the ontology to express learning objectives.
Annotation
Annotation is another form of attaching information to an existing resource. The Tangram system (Jovanović, Gašević, & Devedžić, 2006 ) is a system that allows ontology-based, fine-granular annotation of learning content. The predominant form of representing learning content is a text document. These documents are often based on an inherent (but implicit) structure. In content documents we find definitions of new concepts, their illustration, examples, exercises, and so on. XML and ontologies provide ideal syntactical and semantical notations to make this structure explicit through fine-granular annotation. This has a number of advantages:
Firstly, an explicit structure supports the instructional designer in the learning design process. It gives guidance, allowing the designer to construct content from small individual building blocks.
Secondly, an explicit structure makes the document accessible to others. The document can be searched for particular content items; for instance, a learner can search for exercises on a particular concept.
Thirdly, the fine-granular organisation of documents into small, classified units allows the flexible storage and assembly of these units. Adaptive delivery is an example of this approach where personalised content can be assembled from these small units. This aspect shall be discussed in another section. Jovanović et al. (2006) attempt to automate this annotation process using ontologies. Ontologies can play two roles here: firstly, to realise links from resource fragments into a knowledge space and, secondly, to determine the annotation itself by allowing text fragments to be classified based on concepts from an ontology occurring in the text. The second case is pursued in Tangram. The first case is a good example of direct learner involvement. Ontologies can be part of explanations of a subject domain or a knowledge representation for learners who work on exercises. For example, given a set of terms for concepts in the domain, the learner may have to construct a concept map with them, introducing relations as necessary.
Ontology technologies can make the inherent knowledge structure of content explicit. Taxonomy and thesaurus functionalities are used here to support the markup, in particular the definition of tags. Two ontologies describing two types of knowledge are important:
Instructional knowledge is needed to give structure to educational documents. Educationspecific markup languages, such as EML (Koper, 2001 ) and its successor, the IMS Learning Design LD (IMS, 2003) , can form a notational system for content development and representation. These can provide the primary structure. An ontology acts as a taxonomy, introducing a vocabulary through tags. This knowledge forms part of a development technique, which is essential for the instructor as an instructional design tool.
Subject-specific knowledge can be used to support the educational structuring. It adds another dimension of access to the document in the form of subject-related query and retrieval functions. It is in particular suitable for learners searching for topic-specific units. Ideally, the subject-specific knowledge is based on a common, accepted ontology for the topic domain. The development of these ontologies has begun for various domains; examples are software engineering and genetics (Boyce, 2004) . In addition to an introduction of a vocabulary with concept classifications (a taxonomy), domain ontologies that are used as subject ontologies often comprise thesaurus functionality as well, supporting, for instance, synonyms in searches.
There is, however, a limitation connected to markup as a structuring tool. Firstly, as already noted, sufficiently rich and accepted ontologies are only slowly emerging. Also, current standards like LOM are not sufficient as they do not cover all learning object aspects in order to support automation. Secondly and specific to the annotation context, the technique is essentially limited to textual resources. Multimedia, however, is an essential element of learning content.
Content Adaptivity and Presentation
Learning content needs to meet the expectations and requirements of the learners. Adapting content to individuals and groups of learners before the content is presented to the user is of major importance.
In general, separating content from its final presentation (or published appearance that is delivered to the end user) adds some flexibility that is widely used in the Web environment. Adapting content to the needs or preferences of the user requires the matching of learner knowledge with knowledge represented in content. The two traditional forms of adaptivity that have been most often implemented are layout and navigation adaptivity. Both forms of adaptive presentation of content are useful for the educational context. The variety of forms and the degree of adaptivity of delivery can be enhanced through the use of ontology-based content organisation (De Bra, Aroyo, & Cristea, 2004 ).
In the simplest case, layout aspects can be separated from the content and added in an additional processing step. XML-based content documents separate structure of content from its presentation. The XML Stylesheet Transformation Language XSLT allows the transformation of XML-based input into a variety of output or publication formats. We can use this technique to create a richly laid out version for local use or a more reduced version for distance or mobile learning.
Before creating different output formats in the translation, we could let the learner decide on the assembly of individual fragments or objects into larger learning objects. We could, for instance, generate a summary version that includes concept definitions but no exercises. In this advanced scenario, content itself, not only its presentation, can be tailored towards the needs of users. The standard technique here is to adapt the navigation between content units. XML is an abstract data and document-structuring format that allows machine processing, which enables flexible storage and retrieval of XML-documents. It allows content to be assembled from small units into learning objects that suit the needs of individuals or groups based on concepts and their dependencies organised in an ontology (Aroyo et al., 2002; De Bra, Brusilovsky, & Houben, 1999) .
Similar to creation and generation (see section on 'Content Creation and Generation'), this application is based on a transformation step, but the purposes are different (content delivery vs. content creation and composition). While user and content knowledge is the central input, technol-ogy-related systems knowledge (see Table 1 ) can also help us to choose the most appropriate delivery technology.
The AIMS system supports adaptivity in an LTS (Aroyo et al., 2002) . Central to this system are the knowledge bases. At the core is a domain ontology that captures the central concepts of the course and allows structuring the course along these concepts. A user model captures the learner profile, which provides the information on which the adaptivity is based. A third pillar of this system is the instruction model, which captures suitable, educationally sound approaches for learning within a domain. The typical application of adaptivity is to adapt the navigation infrastructure between content units based on the learners' preferences and knowledge of the course subject. Concepts that have already been learned can be excluded from presentation. Depending on the concepts that a learner has already learned, the concepts that he or she intends to learn, and dependencies between concepts represented in the ontology, a personalised navigation path through the concepts to be learned can be generated. Overlay models, such as the one presented in Figure  3 to illustrate the principles, abstract and represent concepts dealt with in learning objects in a subject ontology, which in turn can be used as a reference point for user models to express the past learning activities of learners and the current state of their knowledge.
The OntAWare system (Melia et al., 2005) uses two criteria to determine the instructional component, i.e. the personalised navigation paths to the concepts the learner wants to learn: knowledge (determined through pre-and post-tests) and behaviour (the concepts that the learner has visited). This is an example of an adaptive hypermedia system where the knowledge bases are needed beyond the content creation stage until the final delivery. Personal Reader (Dolog, Gavriloaie, Nejdl, & Brase, 2003) and LAOS/MOT (Cristea, 2004) are other adaptive systems that also use Semantic Web technologies to support the adaptation of content. Personal Reader is based on an RDF/RDFS-based representation of knowledge. LAOS is an adaptive hypermedia framework of abstract models that has been formulated in terms of an XML Schema. MOT is an authoring system based on LAOS. These two systems are indicative examples of research prototypes that illustrate current activities in this active area of research.
Systems like OntAWare, Personal Reader, and LOAS/MOT are research prototypes that exhibit a major shortcoming of these systems. These generic, subject-independent systems are not sufficiently tried out in practice. This has been achieved so far only by subject-specific systems such as the ActiveMath environment (Libbrecht, Melis, & Ullrich, 2001) . ActiveMath represents mathematics knowledge as conceptual content in an ontology. It captures structures, dependencies and pedagogical information at metadata level. This is used to automatically generate interactive content according to the learner's goals, competence and preferences. It is also one of the few systems that tackle interactivity.
Content Organisation and Sequencing
Individual content units need to be assembled into courses or other units of study. The organisation and sequencing of units in an educationally sound way is the central activity. Knowledge captured in the form of ontologies can support this task. Standards exist that allow the sharable implementation of these sequencing definitions through navigation infrastructures.
Knowledge about a collection of learning content units can be used to organise individual units into a larger learning object by sequencing the units based on inherent dependencies that are derived from the knowledge. In addition to basic taxonomy and thesaurus functionalities, conceptual modelling and logical theory functions play an important role. While this is traditionally the task of the instructor, with increasing automation and reasoning and interface support, learners could equally well compose content units from repositories according to their individual needs.
Knowledge-based Content Organisation
Content units (either learning objects or fragments) can address different learning aspects. Some might define and explain concepts; others might provide examples of a concept. Knowledge about these units -derived from internal structuring through annotation or metadata attributescan help an author, instructor, or learner in assembling educationally sound courses. For instance, ontology rules can be formulated that capture the idea of soundness and integrity of these assemblies (Henze, Dolog, & Nejdl, 2004) .
FORALL D, E, example(D,E) <-definition(D) AND example(E) AND EXISTS C1 (D[dc:subject->C1]) AND FORALL C2 (D[dc:subject->C2] -> E[dc:subject->C2]).
This rule links a content unit D defining a concept and an example E, requiring that E relates to the concept defined in D. The second line requires D to be a definition and E an example. Through the third line it is verified that D is about a concept -the term dc:subject refers to a metadata attribute. The last line requires that example E is indeed about the concept referred to in D. A reasoning tool -supporting the logical theory aspect of the ontology framework -would carry out these inferences and would establish the soundness of an assembly. While this is ontology-assisted organisation of content, the organisation can be automated to a higher degree through sequencing.
Ontology-based Sequencing of Content
In ontologies, the standard organisational form is a hierarchy, categorising concepts into classes and subclasses. In more elaborate ontologies a variety of relationships between concepts might be represented. The knowledge represented can comprise subject and education-related aspects (Leidig, 2001; Rius, Sicilia, & García-Barriocanal, 2008 ):
Subject-related knowledge is often based on a semantic concept network. A subject-related ontology can be richer than a vocabulary or concept hierarchy. Often it forms a conceptual model describing a full domain.
Educational knowledge often involves relationships that express dependencies, e.g. isBasedOn. This knowledge can also comprise a vocabulary to classify educational units, such as definition, example, or exercise.
In this composition-oriented scenario of content organisation, knowledge is explicit and separated from the representation of content in the form of learning objects (Garlatti & Iksal, 2003) . Concepts, which are addressed within the content units, and their relationships can be used to organise and sequence these units. Different types of relationships have to be dealt with in the process of arranging the content units in a suitable sequence (Fischer, 2001) . A possibility is to prioritise relationships in this process, for example, to consider the subconcept relationship as the most important one. This sequencing algorithm uses the ontological reasoning facilities of an underlying logic to determine the ordering dependencies.
As an example, we consider an enhanced database ontology, which can support learning object generation or composition (Boyce, 2004) . Central concepts are defined: relation, record, Concepts are in addition to is_a related through isPartOf and isBasisFor relationships:
The subconcept hierarchy is the backbone of the sequentialisation but cannot, as we can see here, resolve all dependency problems. Using a prioritisation approach -here isBasedOn as the secondary and isPartOf as the tertiary relationship -we could obtain the following order of concepts:
database object, relation, record, table
The constraints expressed in the ontology, however, might not lead to a unique solution. This example shows that ontological modelling for educational domains might require a rich set of relationship constructs. Boyce (2004) has used relationship types such as isBasedOn and isPar-tOf in addition to the standard subconcept relationship is_a. The Diogene project (Capuano et al., 2004) came to the same conclusion, using HasPart, Requires, and SuggestedOrder as necessary additional relationship types in rich ontologies.
This exploration demonstrates a major problem. Current approaches rely on formal notations, which would require a corresponding background of the content developer. It also shows that full automation is currently an ambitious aim and a highly interactive development process is more likely. In terms of the underlying ontology languages, there is only a slowly emerging trend towards a common set of relationship types for content and instruction modelling.
Sequencing and Navigation Implementation
Sequenced content units are usually connected through navigation links when they are presented to the learner.
The SCORM Sequencing and Navigation standard SN (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2004) defines a notation for representing the intended learning behaviour in a consistent way. , 2003) is another standard addressing the development of composite learning activities.
IMS Learning Design (LD) (IMS
SCORM SN, for example, defines how content can be sequenced through a set of learner-initiated or system-initiated navigation events. This complements the more abstract ontology-based sequencing we just described with implementation aspects. The branching and flow of content units is described by a predefined set of activities, typically defined at design time. SCORM SN also defines how a SCORM conformant learning management system interprets the sequencing rules expressed by a content developer with the navigation events and their effects on the run-time environment. IMS Learning Design (LD) (IMS, 2003) is another standard addressing the development of composite learning activities. IMS LD is widely supported by authoring and runtime environments, such as the Reload authoring tool.
SCORM SN models the branching and flow of learning activities in terms of an activity tree, based on the results of a learner's interactions with learning objects and an authored sequencing strategy. An activity tree is a conceptual structure of learning activities managed by the learning management system for each learner. In SCORM, a learning activity may reference content objects that are delivered to the learner. SCORM SN describes how navigation events can be triggered and processed, resulting in the identification of learning activities for delivery. Each learning activity identified for delivery will have an associated content object.
Content Packaging and Interoperability
Interoperability and reuse of educational resources is only possible if these content resources are provided (i.e. packaged) in a widely accepted and supported format.
The IMS Content Packaging (CP) standard aims at providing interoperability of Internet-based learning content with content creation tools, learning management systems, and run-time environments. This standard is supported by an XML-based format as part of the SCORM Content Aggregation Model CAM (Advanced Distributed Learning, 2004) . A content package consists of two files:
An XML file describes the content organisation and resources. The organisation part describes the different views or organisational paths through the content. These organisations are defined in the form of hierarchies.
The resources themselves are described in XML format. Different resource types are supported. For instance, one resource type is 'webcontent', which encompasses HTML and other media that can be handled by a Web browser including standard plug-ins.
These two are joined together to form a transportable interchange file. This acts as a reusable unit in the form of a logical directory of resources and their abstract description. This resembles metadata, but instead of discovery and retrieval, the aim here is to provide interoperability descriptions. XML technologies provide an education-specific notation to assemble content units (resources) and organise them through hierarchical, educationally sound content packages. While this is similar to content composition, the focus is on interoperability, not primarily on learning design aspects of composition and assembly.
Current standards such as the SCORM suite are often lowest common denominators, making the implementation of ontology-based adaptive and interactive content difficult to achieve.
Content Exchange and Sharing
Sharing and exchanging refers here to a technical context, where content objects remain under control of the creator or owner, in contrast to annotation, packaging, and assembly, where resources are assumed to be fully (physically) available to potential users.
Ideally, the reuse and sharing of educational resources across organisations should reduce costs and improve quality. Annotation and metadata are the first steps towards reuse; they allow resources to be described by providers and discovered by potential users. A common problem with this scenario is that many institutions are reluctant to give up control over their learning resources. So-called peer-to-peer architectures provide a solution here. These enable institutions to participate in a sharing network without losing control over their resources. A suitable implementation can make the architecture invisible for the user. We contrast this here with a less flexible centralised repository architecture solution, which on the other hand provides a more advanced description and retrieval approach.
The Edutella project (Nejdl et al., 2002) suggests an RDF-based notation to describe sharable learning resources in a peer-to-peer architecture. RDF is suitable since bindings to most educational standards (LOM, SCORM, etc) are available. It provides enhanced taxonomy and logical theory functions. An RDF-based query language plays a central role for the discovery of reusable and sharable resources. Edutella shows how annotation in a heterogeneous environment works. At the core is a knowledge base that captures abstract descriptions of learning resources; here are examples for three text books: Edutella provides a query language implementation for a distributed and possibly heterogeneous architecture. The Edutella aim is to provide an infrastructure that makes this nature of the underlying network transparent to the user. The execution of the query is an example where the reasoning aspects of the knowledge space -the logical theory -comes into play.
Sharing often involves, in contrast to the previous peer-to-peer architecture, dedicated and centralised learning object repositories. The use of ontologies for the description and retrieval of learning objects is here a natural idea. Tan & Goh (2004) introduce a suite of tools that support these activities. Their approach is based on general-purpose ontologies, such as SUMO and Cyc, for the description and classification of learning objects. Domain-specific ontologies can be used to refine the search for learning objects. While the architectural setting is different, and to some extent less flexible than Edutella, the underlying knowledge-based reasoning to support the query execution and result determination, as in the RDF example above, is in principle the same. However, Tan & Goh have, in comparison to Edutella, added layered general-purpose and domainspecific ontologies that increase the accuracy of searches through a more facetted classification of educational resources.
Problems in this area result from the need to generate adequate responses, which need to be userspecific and context-informed (Wang, 2008) . On a different level, rights-related problems and the often-found unwillingness of content developers to make their content available is a further obstacle.
Discussion

Technology Benefits
The Semantic Web is essentially a stack of techniques with XML providing syntactic interoperability at the bottom and knowledge representation and reasoning in the form of OWL ontologies at the top. Gruber (1993) emphasises two central aspects of ontologies -the representational perspective resulting in the defining and specification of a conceptualisation and the communicative perspective addressing the aim of a group of agents committing to an ontology, thus sharing the knowledge captured in this ontology. Ontologies can benefit content development activities in these two ways.
Representing knowledge. Ontologies make knowledge, on which learning content is based, explicit -supporting the development of content. This relates to the following application types: ontology development, creation and generation, adaptivity and presentation, packaging and interoperability, and organisation and sequencing.
Communicating knowledge. Knowledge can be communicated and shared -supporting the reuse of content. This relates to the following application types: ontology development, metadata and annotation, and exchange and sharing.
These benefits could result in more flexibility in the creation and management of content and, as a consequence, in reduced costs. In this section, we summarise and discuss the current and future potential, but also the limitations of Semantic Web technologies for learning content support. We also broaden our view here and look at learning technology trends beyond content in both pedagogical and infrastructural directions.
We can conclude from our investigation that Semantic Web technologies excel in learning technology applications where the full potential of ontologies is used (see Table 4 ): creation and generation of content, organisation and sequencing of content, and metadata for and reuse of content. The most convincing applications essentially exploit the full semantic richness of ontology-based knowledge representation and reasoning. This, however, does not imply that the lower Semantic Web stack layers are without benefit -hence, we included some applications of this type in our discussion. XML technologies are enablers providing the required syntactic interoperability, which is often a major step ahead and additionally an enabler for further improvements. The higher layers add flexibility, quality improvement, and cost reduction.
Technology Limitations
The technical potential, which we have illustrated through a number of research prototypes, is often limited in actually making an impact in practice by a number of factors, including human factors and technical factors such as tool support and availability of ontologies. We indicate in this overview whether it affects the representation or communication of knowledge and content dimensions.
Human factors relate to the attitude and the abilities of the content developers and instructional designers, clearly visible in relation to the representation of knowledge. Acceptance of the Semantic Web technologies is still a central limitation -even the necessity of providing XML-based metadata is not generally recognised. Even if this importance were recognized, it is a challenging and costly task that requires skills and expertise. A certain degree of familiarity with knowledge engineering technology and ability to use these is always required. Content modelling in an ontological framework is the minimal skills requirement.
Technical factors that hinder the full exploitation of the potential of ontologies include the limited tool support -which affects both the representational and communicational dimensions of ontology support. Generic tools for ontology processing such as the Jena engine are available; their adaptation towards learning contexts is, however, still in its infancy. A current difficulty is the support of advanced semantic functions (semantic models, logical theories) in the form of tools accessible to the non-expert based on the higher-level semantic technologies RDF and OWL. Protégé is an ontology editor that, for example, supports OWL as the ontology format. Other interesting tools include the Reload authoring framework, which, although not ontology-based, connects to learning design and composition issues we have discussed earlier on.
The application types we have discussed often assume the existence of ontologies for particular domains -the general expectation is that these will be developed once the Semantic Web becomes a reality. However, often ontologies that can be shared and communicated (or used to share and communicate content) do not exist and will have to be created or extracted from existing resources, or they do not satisfy the needs of ontologies for the educational context, which might encompass, for instance, richer structures than just classification hierarchies.
Areas that indicate current limitations or additional potential, such as adaptivity, are discussed in the next subsection. We also discuss the learner perspective and formats of learning that require more support through ontology technology
Technology -Trends and Current Developments
We have discussed application types in this investigation that have been realised and whose benefits have been demonstrated. Semantic Web technologies should, however, also provide input for some currently unexplored aspects of learning technology.
Adaptivity is a broader technique in which semantic knowledge could potentially support more than the classical content and navigation adaptivity that we have looked at here. Ontology-linked user modelling would allow user characteristics such a background to be exploited, for example, by using metaphors or examples that match the background of the learner.
Reasoning about the soundness of content compositions (sequencing) shall also be mentioned here, as it employs the most advanced form of reasoning of all the application types presented. Ideally, this support can be automated in the future.
Considering that the Web has become one of the predominant platform for e-learning, all its aspects should be addressed. We have focused on Semantic Web activities. The Semantic Web is only one of the directions in which the World-Wide Web is developing. While the Semantic Web ultimately focuses on the human end user by providing automation through explicit, machineprocessable knowledge, the Web Services architecture (W3C, 2006b) aims to enable software-tosoftware uses of the Web. The principle of software services, provided at certain locations on the Web that can be used by other software applications, is the basis. Service-oriented learning technology systems are the application of this principle in the educational context (Devedžić, 2004b) . The consequence is a blurring of the distinction between content and management systems. Content will be provided through services, as will standard functions of a learning technology system such as user management or evaluation support. Technically, this is a simplification. From the perspective of instructors and learners, seeing content as dynamic objects is required. One of the consequences is that the composition of content (sequencing -the educational perspective) and composition of functions (software assembly -the technical perspective) will become the same. Learning-and training task-oriented composition is the objective. Ontologies and Semantic Web technologies can also play a central role here to support composition.
Learning Approaches and the Learner
We have looked at learning content within the traditional paradigm of instructor-or technologymediated learning as knowledge transfer. The broader educational context also currently involves paradigm changes towards more active learning approaches. Our focus in this investigation has been on content support within the current predominant paradigm in order to provide a comprehensive account. Semantic Web technologies, however, have the potential to support a broader range of educational aspects.
We have already mentioned collaboration between learners as an integral part of a successful learning experience. While the relationship between knowledge and content is reasonably clear, the area of collaboration between learners (a central element of learning) and its support by ontologies is a less researched context. Our investigation has also focused on knowledge transfer as the paradigm of learner-content interaction. Active learning and skills training approaches are educational paradigms that might equally well benefit from, for instance, ontologically represented procedural knowledge. These are, however, still in their infancy and stable theories and methodologies in the context of technology-supported learning and training and best practice expertise are required before Semantic Web applications can be investigated.
Problem-based and experimental learning, which adds a realistic setting and proximity to real-world situations, can also benefit from knowledge bases to support their activities.
We have focussed on a developer perspective, addressing roles usually associated with the early stages of the LTS and content lifecycle. With improved tool support and increased levels of automation, the role of learners can become more active and allow for stronger participation in the development activities we have discussed. The learner-centric composition of learning objects is clearly an option for learners that will see increasing demand, but the creation and annotation of content is also becoming a realistic scenario. This scenario, however, needs a deeper investigation than possible here.
Conclusions
Knowledge is of major importance for the development and deployment of learning technology. Content, learning objects, and learning technology system components are different notions of parts of a learning technology system. Knowledge is central to their structure, metadata, presentation, creation, and composition. Different types of knowledge -content, instruction, and learnerrelated and meta-level knowledge about content and technical aspects -can be captured in ontologies. Knowledge in general and ontologies in particular can support learning technology systems in various ways. If ontologies are made widely available and are supported through Semantic Web technologies, then various perspectives on content in the development and deployment process can be supported:
Individual content units. Explicit knowledge in form of ontologies can be used to create and structure content and to make these content units adaptive.
Content assemblies. Subject knowledge within content units, but also external, instructional knowledge can be used to organise content into educationally sound units of study and to package the content units in order to obtain interoperable content objects. Reusable content. Meta-level knowledge is required to allow content for reuse to be discovered, reused, and shared within different environments by groups of learners.
The process-and architecture-based classification framework that we have developed has helped us in structuring and exploring the different applications of ontology technology. It has, as an instrument for this specific purpose, successfully facilitated the classification and structuring of existing work in the area into a consistent development-oriented framework. It allowed us to categorise all projects and systems we have encountered in our investigation, and it has also demonstrated its adequacy through the fact that each application type is supported by widely discussed or accepted techniques and systems. Since the framework links development stage-related application types to specific ontology techniques, it provides also a support tool for technology selection for ontology-aware content development.
Overall, the Semantic Web technologies allow further evolution and gradual improvements of traditional, non-Web based approaches (Diessel, Lehmann, & Vassileva, 1994; Van Marcke, 1990 ), but will not revolutionise learning technology. The main benefit of ontology technology is the support it can provide for an instructor or instructional designer. While this approach does not directly impact the quality of content or the learning experience, improving content creation, configuration, and management support and improving the reusability and exchange of tested resources will impact the quality positively and can be a contributor to cost reduction. Ultimately, the learner will benefit from these through extended availability and access to content, lower education costs, and possibly better quality.
We have seen in the application types we discussed that the full spectrum of ontology technology from simple taxonomies to logical reasoning can be beneficial to educational technology. It supports a variety of tasks of both learners and instructors ranging from a basic (e.g. creation) to an advanced level (e.g. adaptivity). A number of aspects have emerged from our discussion of these applications:
The relationship between knowledge and content becomes explicit when ontologies are used to create, organise, and describe learning content. Explicit knowledge provides an easy and flexible access to content and structures creation and presentation. Knowledge management is a central aim in various areas and environments for individuals and organisations and it is also relevant for educational technology.
An important theme connected to the use of ontologies is sharing and reuse. Ontologies are enablers of the reuse of learning resources in different contexts and environments and their use by a community of learners. Ontologies make educational resources more accessible through a standardised and accepted representation of knowledge that can be communicated among the participants involved.
Ontology and the Semantic Web provide a vision and technologies to realise this vision. Nonetheless, the ongoing process of research and development causes problems in relation to standards and tool support. Core elements such as OWL are standardised and adequately supported by editors and processing engines. Standards in the learning technology area such as SCORM, however, support ontology technology only to a very limited extent. Another problem is the current lack of domain ontologies for individual subjects. While markup and metadata are well understood, the exploration of the reasoning capabilities of ontology technology for learning technology has only begun. This leaves ontology-based reasoning to support activities, such as composition and the extraction and generation of ontologies that satisfy the educational needs, on the agenda for researchers. For developers aiming to embark on the development of knowledge-aware learning content and learning technology systems, this means that description and query support are feasible to date or in the near future. In conclusion, the potential of ontology and Semantic Web technologies for learning technology has only been exploited successfully to some extent, leaving some of the promises and objectives still to be accomplished.
